Van Duyne will make Washington worse. The Dallas Morning News says she would “worsen Washington’s toxic political landscape” and calls her “political tenor…unnecessarily combative” and “an issue.”

DMN Editorial: Van Duyne “Possessed The Attack Instincts To Worsen Washington’s Toxic Political Landscape.” “Former Irving Mayor Beth Van Duyne has the résumé to be a strong, productive member of Congress. Unfortunately, she also possesses the attack instincts to worsen Washington’s toxic political landscape.” [Dallas Morning News – Editorial, 10/9/20]

DMN Editorial: Van Duyne’s Political Tenor Was “Unnecessarily Combative” And “Remains An Issue.” “Her political tenor, however, is unnecessarily combative and remains an issue for us. We can’t excuse the cynical suggestion she made while Irving mayor that Shariah law could supplant U.S. law, a manufactured xenophobic controversy. Likewise, her criticism of Ahmed Mohamed, the student who was arrested for bringing a disassembled clock to an Irving school, helped to fuel baseless theory that he was part of an Islamist plot. She should have been better than this.” [Dallas Morning News – Editorial, 10/9/20]